L.E. Hotels
CONSIDERED THE “INSIDER SECRET” OF SAVVY TRAVELERS, THE
L.E. Hotels (lehotels.com) collection of boutique luxury hotels provides
business travelers and vacationers with an experience that’s memorable,
affordable, gracious, and gratifying. Their boutique hotel brand boasts a
portfolio of some of the best luxury hotels in the world, including island
resorts, mountain retreats, and urban escapes. Each L.E. Hotels destination
embraces diversity of experience and projects a unique aura.
Visitors eager to indulge in the best the brand has to offer will revel
in three global suite choices.
The Duplex Suite is clearly the most outstanding room type at OD
Talamanca in Ibiza, Spain. These impressive two-story serviced suites
have two bedrooms, each with a private bathroom, as well as a kitchen
with private separate service entrance so catering can access the suite
without interrupting a guest’s privacy in the living and dining room. A
spectacular rooftop terrace with a private swimming pool tops off this
experience. A private driver will pick guests up and drop them off at
the airport (upon request).
The Presidential Suite at the Washington Court Hotel in Washington,
D.C., lives up to its moniker with nearly 1,400 square feet of contemporary living space, including jaw-dropping views of Washington, D.C.,
and the U.S. Capitol Building, in addition to a gas fireplace, refrigerator, 55-inch flat screen TV, wet bar, and a queen-size sleeper sofa. The
gas fireplace also separates the living room from a formal dining area
that can seat up to 10 people. The adjacent bedroom features a plush
king-size bed and an expansive, spa-inspired marble bathroom with a
deep soaking tub and separate walk-in shower. The Presidential Suite
can also be reserved with an additional connecting room featuring a
king-size bed, making it an ideal choice for families and group travel.
Finally, the new Penthouse Suite at the Grand Hotel Imperiale in
Lake Como, Italy, is located near the Villa Imperiale and was totally
renovated in 2016, composed by a night zone, a day zone, and a huge
veranda. Available with two single beds and one double bed, it is
decorated in a modern, calming style aiming to offer maximum comfort.
It offers a wide, evocative, 180-degree lake view that extends from
Faggeto Lario village to the historic Como City. The suite is provided
with air conditioning, direct telephone, high-speed Internet connection,
satellite TV, minibar, safe, hairdryer, Jacuzzi outside on the terrace, and
private bar. The Penthouse Suite can accommodate up to five visitors.

Clockwise from the top: Terrace pool and living/dining area of the Duplex Suite at OD Talamanca in
Ibiza, Spain; Presidential Suite living area at the Washington Court Hotel in Washington, D.C.; the
living/dining area and terrace with hot tub of the Penthouse Suite at the Grand Hotel Imperiale
in Lake Como, Italy
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